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About This Game

The Bounty is a 4th wall breaking adventure which blends gameplay styles from traditional JRPGs, Roguelikes, and puzzle
games, while adding a deep score system to drive the experience further. Players explore top-down levels full of monsters,

hazards, secrets, and treasures. Battles are kept simple with an ebb and flow resembling the traditional style of Dragon Quest.
Your character's attributes level up the way you choose; coupled with balanced gear options, you get an equally challenging,

balanced experience while playing your character your way.

In the Story Mode, the player selects their difficulty level, names their character (including secret avatars via codes), and begins
their journey through a concise adventure across four episodes. Some levels, treasures, riddles, and monsters are shuffled in

each playthrough. This adds variety while retaining the experience of learning the game and maps.

In Casual Mode, the score system is disabled, and the player gains the ability to save freely, including an autosave feature. This
mode lets the player enjoy the game at their own pace, and practice to score higher in Competitive Mode.

Competitive Mode is the more difficult primary game mode, with each monster, puzzle, treasure, and secret awarding points.
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With hundreds of scenarios, secrets, and bonuses, players have a virtually endless challenge awaiting them to get the highest
score. Furthermore, completing the game opens Endless Dungeon +, allowing the player to play in the Endless Dungeon with

their existing character, pushing their score to never-ending heights.

The Endless Dungeon is also selectable as a separate mode. In this mode, players begin with a full loadout of gear and journey
through a never-ending, always-changing dungeon. This is the perfect mode to play when you want to get in a quick game but

you're short on time!
Also features Endless Dungeon +, which when playing on Competitive Mode, allows you to enter an endless dungeon after

completing the main game, giving endless challenges and opportunities to blast your scores into the stratosphere.

*A truly unique score based, fast paced competitive RPG.
*Gameplay heavy/Story light. A challenging RPG that you can pick up and play.

*Impeccably balanced- every player choice has equal value in strengths and weaknesses, every path has the same scoring
potential.

*Hundreds of secrets and fourth-wall breaking easter eggs- a true celebration in gaming culture and history.
*Stylized visuals, audio, and gameplay hearken back to Japanese 16-bit console RPGs while embracing Western PC-centric

designs and sensibilities.
*Fully compatible with keyboard, mouse, and controller support

*Free Post-launch content updates keep the game fresh with new scenarios, endless level packs, player and dungeon skins, and
more!
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Title: The Bounty: Deluxe Edition
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
The Ludicrous Ones
Publisher:
The Ludicrous Ones
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 Capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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Best of the best! I\u2019ve been impressed with every Raw Lion Workshop title I\u2019ve tried so far and this coaster
experience is no different. First there is a walkway like a real park, only no lines, yay! That was neat in and of itself. The coaster
itself is the stated length, then there is a gallery and you can explore a winding exit path and look at neat stuff.
The coaster itself is really good, though it looked a bit murky in some areas and I had to reposition myself as my head was right
above the seat. Maybe a Rift issue? But it twists, turns and dives through several areas, the water feature being one of the best.
I like that the coaster does things no real life coaster could do unless industrial light and magic is making magical coasters now.
Don\u2019t forget to explore after the ride and the references to other titles were a plus.. Fun, Story driven game with simple
mechanics and a lot of chaos. Here is my full video review - https:\/\/youtu.be\/gdBjuguLUw4. Xbox 360 Game.. This game is a
package with both competitive gameplay and fun! Almost flawless controls and game mechanics, cool and unique arenas and a
ton of characters to use and unlock. I would recommend this game to anyone who wants to have some fun competition with
friends or by yourself!

I made a Let's Play of ChargeShot, check it out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pV9m3Or8Dis. it says i played for 11
minutes but it lies, i saw the word jump scares and closed the game instantly, closed the game in vr, it crashed and left a bug
report thing up for a bit

but if you enjoy forced jump scares and if this game is anything like the 2 other games they made, it should be acceptable.
LogoMaker4 is nice if you want to make your own logos fast and simple.. Fun Fun and more Fun. Love the music and the art
style. Very cute and entertaining. Seems like they fixed the bug issues. Looks bug free to me. Give it a try!
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I've been a bit on the fence about this game throughout yesterday and today. On sale the game costs \u00a33.5 and I have 3.5
hours so far so I have my money's worth.

The game presents itself as an RPGMaker styled locked room\/escape the room mystery. I've done a couple of these puzzles in
real life and thought I'd give it a shot.

The gameplay is pretty much what you'd expect; hunt around the room for clues to solve the puzzles to find keys to open the
door. That's all great, fun and challenging.

I came across a few issues while playing. The developer (in the comments below) has been great in responding to them and
promising to work on some quality of life improvements. I'll leave these issues at the bottom as a reference.

However, overall my review is to recommend this game - this game has an active, engaged developer who is passionate about
their game, who talks to the playerbase and tries to improve the experience for the players.

The experience is fun, quirky and as far as I know, unique. There are different endings dependent on your choices, the story is
decent and the puzzles are intricate and challenging on the whole (various difficulty across the game of course). With some of
the issues I describe below being sorted, and being informed that you need to manually save I have no major problems with the
game. For the price you can definitely get your money's worth from the game, and a lot of enjoyment at the same time!

PREVIOUS REVIEW ISSUES - DEV COMMENTS BELOW ABOUT IMPROVEMENTS:

First of all the dialogue is frustrating in the sense that talking to one of the other people there requires a lot of clicking to
progress through it. You'll find yourself talking to or interacting with the same items multiple times and seeing the same
dialgoue, but without a way to skip it.

Secondly, I'm currently stuck in one room, where I've been left on my own in a dark maze. Usually when you get stuck the
others will offer you clues and assistance. This room, being alone, I have no assistance. I solved the first part and then was
presented with a 2nd section which seemingly has no solution - a 6 character and numeric code with only two sets of 4 numbers
as options. No doubt it's my issue not figuring it out, but my issue is that there's no assistance to help you out when you're stuck.
This could just halt my progress and enjoyment through the game.

There are also hidden puzzles to solve, but no real way to interact with them. You find a piece of paper for example with a
riddle on it alluring to one of the people you're with being phoney\/dodgy. It ends with "I wonder who it is?". I could guess, but
there's no where to input your guess and see if you're right\/wrong etc... so "completing" these for the clues seems impossible.
Maybe you just have to find multiple hidden clues first.

The achievements seem very specific. I believe there's 5 rooms in any play through (of 7 total) and I'm on room 4 but have had
no achievements yet. I'm guessing there's some extra hidden clues or alternative progressions to find in extra play throughs.

My biggest issue occurred when I reloaded the game. Despite the game appearing to save at every "checkpoint" save screen
between rooms... I reload the game and it saved nothing of my progress.. Great little series of 3 episodes, had already watched
them online, but felt like I should buy them and rewatch them :)

This is part 1, mostly building plot, not really sure what else to say in a review xD. This is a poorly designed grindfest. The vast
majority of your collisions will be unavoidable, regardless of your reaction time. The vehicles all operate the same way. I feel
sorry for anyone that grinds out the coins without getting the needed score.. The first horror game i actually completed. And
enjoyed.. Just Buy It. Fantastic game, unique genre blend. Runs ~120fps on my 4y\/o hardware. Always active servers. Players
are really, really nice. Wide variety of skill levels in current playerbase.. 0/10 couldnt see anime breasts. Fun nostalgic action
with a little bit of adventure \/ exploration. Great value!. I rather like this game.

The developers made a very clean game with lovely graphics and smooth gameplay. I haven't quite finished Mercury yet, but
I've enjoyed the challenges put forth in this game. While not necessarily difficult, getting all three of the yellow
asteroids\/moons offers an extra bit of fun worth attempting.
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Furthermore, they seemed willing to work late on a Friday evening to help with a setup-related problem. I find that quite
commendable.
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